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Praises and thanks are to a God who is The Sufficient for a person who seeks His help. And, He guides the 

one who asks to be guided. And peace is upon Muhammad and His Ahl-Bait and curses are upon their 

enemies. 

 

Virtuous  

I advice myself and you to be virtuous. And avoiding whatever he proscribed. Our sixth Imam told us: 

sometimes a person has committed a sin so he became excluded. Bad deed effect on its owner faster than knives on a 

meat.  

Ideal Mujahid  

We have been discussing about ideal Mujahid. And we recounted three important characteristics. first be his 

best trying for god and to be his name the greatest thing in the world. Second, be his try and his action with 

clairvoyance. And the third one is doing his best and all of his power for god and his religion.  

Today we continue with the fourth one. The fourth on in comparison to the other characteristics is the soul 

of all action. So like when body do not have the soul have no value and no profit, our action without this 

characteristics have no value and no profit. And more important god never looks at our action.  

This important attribute for jihad is that it should be with permission from god’s agent, the prophet or Imam. 

Pay attention to this Hadith that is in common between us and Sonah. Everyone who died and don’t 

recognized Imam of his age he died in the Dark Ages, Prophet said. Everyone who pray and perform Hajj 

and give charity and immolate his life but he do not recognize god’s agent and his Imam, he is like someone 

who don’t know god and prophet and died in Dark ages. 

The true image of this fact will show to us in the Day of Judgment. Someone asked form Imam Hussein 

about the interpretation of this verse of Quran{the day that everyone calls with his Imam’s name} in his way to 

Karbala, and he answered: they are two Imam. One of them is Imam of light. Other is Imam of hell. Also 

Jabber-Ben-Abdullah Ansary narrated from Imam Bagher. When this verse descended people asked from 

prophet: are you the Imam of all people? Prophet answered: I am the messenger to all people but after me 

will be some Imam from my household. They will herald their Imamate but leaders of lost and heresy and 

their followers oppress them and deny them. Everyone obey and  follow and obey these Imam (from my 

ahl) he is with me and will meet me. But woe to everyone oppress them and deny them he is not with me 

and I distaste them (in the day of judgment) 

This is the secret for descend of this verse {today god complete your religion and integrate his luxury for you and 

he testified your religion be Islam}  that descend in Ghadir day after prophet assign Ali(P.B.U.H) for after 

himself. 

Just like Islam that had complete with this assign, Imamate got completed with Imam Mahdi(P.B.U.H). and 

in the last week we have the celebration of his birth day. 

Dear audience, all Islamic sects and all of the nations expect a great savior but difference between us and all 

of them is that we believe he is among us. We believe that he lives between us and look at us and care about 

us but we can nor recognize him. So if we think deeply about this important matter we understand that he is 

witness of our actions, and so we care more about our action. 

We beg our great god to help us to get his satisfaction and be com one of his great companion. 


